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A. INTRODUCTION

In 2004, the Maltese gaming industry was re-vitalized and new laws were enacted to regulate 
procedures of remote gaming operations. Since then, Malta has become the first EU member 
state to actually regulate such an industry. To date, the remote gaming sector is considered as 
being the most dynamic and fastest growing gaming sector in Malta and in turn, the island is 
considered as one of the top remote gaming jurisdictions around the whole world, witnessing 
over 500 applications since inception.

B. REMOTE GAMING OPERATIONS

Licences for remote gaming operations may be granted for lotteries, on-line casinos, slot and 
bingo, games based on singular events such as betting, peer to peer (P2P) transactions such as 
poker networks and for software vendors who want to offer hosting and management facilities 
on their platform.

C. MALTA AND GAMING – BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

Malta’s success story in the gaming business is attributed to a myriad of factors, including:

• A robust regulatory framework which seeks to strike a fair balance between attracting foreign
  gaming companies whilst safeguarding and promoting online players’ rights;

• Easy and rapid process of company formation with low registration and maintenance fees;

• Effective maximum corporate tax rate of 5% following refunds;

• Extensive double taxation treaty network;

• A highly experienced gaming authority and a skilled-labour force;

• A rapid and comparatively cheap licensing application procedure;

• Low gaming licensing fees;

• Beneficially low gaming taxes;

• No language barriers as English is the official language of Malta;

• Relatively competitive Maltese salaries;

• High anti-money laundering standards;

• Onshore status for Maltese remote gaming companies;

• The added benefit of Malta being an Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) hub
  for various operators such as Microsoft and Cisco Systems;
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• Easy access to highly experienced support services ranging from IT, Software and Communication
  providers, Financial Services consultants, marketing and recruitment agencies and any other sector
  related to the industry;

• Convenience of state of the art office space and a number of real estate agencies; and

• All the advantages of Malta being an EU Member State, such as the freedom of mobility of 
  workers and goods.

D.  THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT AND LICENSES

Online gaming is regulated by the “Remote Gaming Regulations” of 2004 (hereinafter 
 “the Regulations”) and all gaming operations are supervised by the Lotteries and Gaming Authority 
(hereinafter “the LGA”). 

A gaming license as issued by the LGA is compulsory in order to operate, promote, sell or 
encourage remote gaming in or from Malta. The licensing process ensures that the applicant is fit 
and proper person and that the intended set-up is feasible and complies with the Regulations.

If the review is completed successfully, a provisional licence is issued to operate gaming with the 
intent of obtaining a certification of compliance within a pre-established time frame.

Following this, a compliance systems audit takes place whereby the licensee undergoes a systems 
audit of its operation. The formal licence is issued once the LGA obtains the approval from the 
compliance certification entity.

A licence granted by the LGA shall be for a period of 5 years. On the expiration of such a term, 
the licence may be renewed for further five-year periods at a time. Renewal applications have to 
be received by the LGA at least 60 days before the expiration of the current licence. The licence 
cannot be assigned or transferred to any person without the written consent of the LGA.

E. QUALIFICATION CRITERIA TO OBTAIN A LICENSE

In order to qualify for the licence, the applicant must satisfy the below conditions. 
The burden of proving the below qualifications to the LGA rests at all times on the applicant 
which must be:

• A limited liability company registered in Malta – the LGA retains total discretion to determine 
  the share capital of the company and typically, the LGA would require share capital of
  €100.000,00 for Classes One and Two and €40.000,00 for class three license;
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• The applicant must be a fit and proper person. In determining whether the applicant is a fit and
  proper person, the LGA shall have regard to the following matters:

- The character of the persons vested with executive powers of the company;

- The current financial position, financial background and business reputation of the applicant’s
  promoters, shareholders and directors;

- The ability of the applicant to conduct the business of remote gaming successfully;

- Whether the applicant has the ability to obtain and maintain the required reserves as
  established by the LGA in order to ascertain that any players’ winnings are adequately paid.

• Committed to maintain a physical presence in Malta;

• Uninvolved in any previous illegalities;

• Dedicated to follow anti-money laundering policies;

• Able to adhere to the specifications of the gaming systems; and

• Resolute in ensuring the protection to the online players as specified under the Regulations.

F.  THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF LICENSES 

The Regulations specify for 4 types of gaming licences which are divided as follows:

• Class 1:  Operators  participating in gaming risks on games based on repetitive events
  (random number generators) such as lotteries, on-line casinos, slot and Bingo;

• Class 2: Operators participating in gaming risks on games based on singular events (betting);

• Class 3: Operators who promote games and in return get a commission in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
  transaction, such as poker networks; and 

• Class 4: Operators who run a software platform to host the service for any of the
  above-mentioned classes. Such operators are not involved in player management functions and
  this class is aimed at software vendors who want to offer hosting and managing facilities
  on their platform.
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G.  THE KEY OFFICIAL

The licensee is required to appoint at least one Key Official within 21 days of the letter of intent and 
this appointment has to be approved by the LGA. According to the Regulations, this appointment is 
also a condition of the licence.

The Key Official must be:

• A Maltese resident; and

• A physical person (not a body corporate); and

• A director in the Maltese Company; and

• Fit and proper to conduct his/her statutory activities; and

• Approved by the LGA. 

The Key Official’s functions primarily revolve around the supervision of the operations of the 
licensee of which he/she is a key official. To this effect, he/she shall ensure that the licence holder 
shall comply with all the applicable laws and regulations, the conditions of the licence and any 
directives as issued by the LGA. In addition, he is the person responsible for the submission of 
the monthly gaming tax to the LGA.

The above responsibilities are very onerous and the key official shall be accountable for 
any shortcomings by the licensee. In addition, the Key Official’s duties subsist throughout the 
suspension of an operator’s Remote Gaming Licence.

H.  THE CONTROL SYSTEM 

Upon application, the applicant must submit to the LGA for its approval the control system 
which it intends to use during its operations which includes all information about the operation 
of remote gaming, including the software, maintenance, accounting and disaster recovery 
procedures and software.

I.  THE GAMING SYSTEM

The licensee shall provide adequate certification that the gaming system conforms to the criteria 
for randomness following Schneier which is a method as specified in the law generating random 
numbers. Also, the system must faithfully follow its published game rules and must provide over 
time no more than the expected house advantage to the licensee.
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J. PLAYERS’ ACCOUNTS AND PLAYER PROTECTION

The licensee has to constantly abide by Malta’s high standards of player protection by ensuring 
registration thereof, disallowing participation of minors and safeguarding the players’ accounts
and funds.

K.  ACCOUNTS OF THE LICENSEE

The licensee shall keep proper accounts and shall, within 180 days from the end of its financial 
year, file with the LGA an audited set of financial statements prepared in accordance with
international financial reporting standards.

In addition, it shall within 30 days from the end of the half yearly period, file with the LGA interim 
financial statements as signed by the key official.

L. TAXATION

Taxation of Gaming companies lies on two separate levels, that is:

• Corporate Taxation; and

• Gaming Taxation.

Corporate Taxation

Companies incorporated in Malta may benefit from the full imputation system which implies
that company profits are only taxed once at company level. 

The corporate tax rate is 35% on net profits.

Despite having a corporate tax rate at 35%, non-resident shareholders of Maltese Companies are 
entitled to a 6/7th refund of the tax suffered at company level, making the total tax payable in 
Malta  only 5% on net profits. For this to occur the company must distribute its dividends and the 
shareholders must be registered with the Maltese tax authorities.

Gaming Taxation

The Regulations stipulate that a licensee shall pay to the LGA on behalf of the Government of 
Malta the following rates of taxation:

• Class 1 – €4.660,00 per month for the first six months and subsequently €7.000,00 per month
  for the rest of the duration of the licence period. A Class 1 licensee operating on a hosting
  platform in possession of Class 4 license shall pay €1.200,00 per month for the entire duration
  of the license period.
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• Class 2 – a sum equivalent to 0,5% of the gross amount of bets accepted in its operations. 
  This includes a Class 2 licensee operating on a hosting platform in possession of a Class 4 license.

• Class 3 – a sum equivalent to 5% of real income. This includes a Class 3 licensee operating on
   a hosting platform in possession of a Class 4 license.

• Class 4 – no tax for the first six months, €2.330,00 per month for the subsequent six months
  and then €4.660,00 monthly thereafter for the rest of the duration of the license. The Class 4
   licensee shall also pay a monthly tax of €1.165,00 for every operator which is not in possession
   of the relevant Class 1, 2 or 3 license being hosted and managed by the Class 4 licensee on
  its platform.

Time of payment of tax
All gaming tax due shall be paid monthly by not later than the twentieth day of the following month. 

Cap amount as to tax payable irrespective of profits

In all cases, the maximum tax payable by one licensee in respect of any one remote gaming license 
shall not exceed €466.000,00 per annum.

M.  VAT AND VAT MITIGATION

The provision of gaming and related services by licensed companies is considered as exempt 
without credit. The Maltese company will have the obligation to self impose VAT on the services 
it receives from abroad that do not directly relate to gaming and related services, under the 
reverse charge principle. The fact that the provision of gaming and related services is considered 
as exempt without credit means that the Maltese company will not be able to claim back any of 
that self imposed VAT. 

This can therefore result to significant VAT liabilities being generated from the receipt of services 
such as marketing and advertisement which make up the bulk of the expenses incurred by the 
license holder.

In order to mitigate such a VAT liability, an approved scheme exists whereby a Shared Conduct 
Agreement is signed between the license holder and a separate company (“the counterparty”) 
set up in a VAT-neutral non-EU jurisdiction. Under this agreement the two parties enter into 
a joint venture  under which the counterparty acts as a service procurement company receiving 
all marketing, advertising and any other service which would otherwise incur a non-refundable 
VAT rate of 18% in Malta if received by the gaming company. In exchange for all the services the 
counterparty will be receiving, it will have a share in the profits of the gaming company.
 
The share of profit between the joint-venture parties does not amount to a consideration and 
is not considered a supply of services. Thus, profit sharing between the licensee and the counter 
party will not create any obligations for the licensee to apply the reverse charge principle and 
therefore the VAT liability is mitigated significantly. The applicability of this scheme  has been 
confirmed by European Court of Justice (ECJ) case law.
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N.  APPLICATION AND LICENCE FEES

The following is the indication of the fee to be paid to the LGA comprising fees payable upon 
application for a remote gaming license as well as other annuals and renewal fees: 

• Application Fee – €2.330,00 non-refundable application fee to be submitted with 
  the application for the issuing of a new remote gaming license. 

• Annual Fee – €8.500,00 shall be paid to the LGA yearly in advance. 
  The first licence fee shall be paid immediately before the license is issued.

• Renewal Fee – €1.500,00 shall be paid to the LGA upon application for the renewal of
  a remote gaming license. 

• Request for approval by the LGA – €1.500,00 paid to the LGA for an approval of a transfer
  of the license or the approval of any modification in the shareholding / voting structure.

• Approval of contractual agreements by the LGA – the following rates shall apply:

- €70,00 for simple agreements which shall be paid to the LGA annually unless the agreement
  is terminated – the maximum payable is €30.000,00; and

- An administrative hourly fee for complex agreement.

• Compliance Systems - Audit Fees – A one-time fee of €2.750,00 payable to the LGA
  prior of the mandatory compliance audit.

O.  NECESSARY DOCUMENTATION

The applicant has to submit the following documentation to the LGA:

• Certificate of Incorporation of the Maltese Company; 

• Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Maltese Company; 

• Business Entity Information Form – including the details of the credit institution responsible
  for the safekeeping of the players’ monies;

• Information Security Policy – a thorough description of the technical provisions and
  the human resources that shall be implemented by the applicant; 

• Incident Response & Asset Removal Policy; 

• User Management Policy – an overview of the necessary procedures necessary to perform
  all integrity checks of the company’s operational information systems; 

• Human Resources Roles & Responsibilities – supplemented by an organization chart
  of the company; 

• System Access Control Procedures – a description of how the policies in the User Management
  Policy document are to be implemented; 
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• Financial Accounting Procedures; 

• Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plan; 

• Data Backup Procedures; 

• Change Management Procedures – applicable to any changes relating to Human Resources,
  System and Hardware; 

• Fraud Management Procedures; 

• Application Architecture – a detailed explanation of all the tiers of the gaming platform
  comprising the players’ browsers, the website and database ; 

• System Architecture - a representation and detailed information of all the physical infrastructure
  used during the gaming operations; 

• Network Infrastructure; 

• Details of the Random Number Generator – required whenever there is a chance element
  in the game; 

• Name of the owner of the software;

• Name of the organisation that did the testing;

• Online content – including player protection policies, terms and conditions etc.;

• Contracts with Business Partners.

P.  HOW KINANIS CONSULTING CAN ASSIST

Kinanis consulting is able to provide support for the implementation of the project by:-

• Giving preliminary advice on the Remote Gaming Structure;

• Liaising and meeting with the LGA officials;

• Incorporating and administrating the Maltese legal entity which will apply for the license; 

• Assisting in submitting the relevant application with the LGA; 

• Communicating with the LGA for any further requirements it may have; 

• Implementing VAT-mitigating schemes; and

• Arranging for subsequent licensing if requested. 
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Q. CONCLUSION

Since Malta enacted its laws to attract foreign gaming companies to redomicile and establish 
themselves on the island, business in this sector has been flourishing ever since. The ad hoc 
legislation’s success stems from the beneficial fiscal incentive offered in the Regulations, coupled 
with the highly-acclaimed tax refund system, which together aim for minimal fiscal impact. 
In addition, Malta’s idyllic geographical location at the very centre of the Mediterranean, blessed 
with a mild climate, an extremely politically stable situation and a hospitable nation has powered 
Malta to the top spot as a gaming jurisdiction.

R. DISCLAIMER 

This publication has been prepared as a general guide and for information purposes only. 
It is not a substitution for professional advice. One must not rely on it without receiving 
independent advice based on the particular facts of his/her own case.  No responsibility can be 
accepted by the authors or the publishers for any loss occasioned by acting or refraining from 
acting on the basis of this publication.
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The Firm 

Kinanis (Malta) Limited is a Maltese corporate service provider specializing in corporate and tax advice 
excelling in providing the international investor with a one-stop-shop solution in doing business
through Malta.

The Services 

• Company Incorporations & Management 

• Taxation 

• Accounting & VAT 

• Aircraft, Ship and Yacht Registration 

• Trusts Formation 

• Investment Fund License Application & Set Up 

• Remote Gaming License Applications 

• Intellectual Property 

• Opening & Management of Bank Accounts

Contact Us 

Kinanis (Malta) Limited 
7A, Sir Luigi Camilleri Street
Sliema, SLM 1843
Tel: + 356 27 54 00 24 
Fax: + 356 27 54 00 25
E-mail: malta@kinanis.com 
Website: www.kinanis.com

Contact Person: Dr. Francesco Sultana
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